Earth's tectonic plates are generally considered to be driven largely by negative buoyancy associated with subduction of oceanic lithosphere. In this context, mid-ocean ridges (MORs) are passive plate boundaries whose divergence accommodates flow driven by subduction of oceanic slabs at trenches. We show that over the past 80 million years (My), the East Pacific Rise (EPR), Earth's dominant MOR, has been characterized by limited ridgeperpendicular migration and persistent, asymmetric ridge accretion that are anomalous relative to other MORs. We reconstruct the subduction-related buoyancy fluxes of plates on either side of the EPR. The general expectation is that greater slab pull should correlate with faster plate motion and faster spreading at the EPR. Moreover, asymmetry in slab pull on either side of the EPR should correlate with either ridge migration or enhanced plate velocity in the direction of greater slab pull. Based on our analysis, none of the expected correlations are evident. This implies that other forces significantly contribute to EPR behavior. We explain these observations using mantle flow calculations based on globally integrated buoyancy distributions that require core-mantle boundary heat flux of up to 20 TW. The time-dependent mantle flow predictions yield a long-lived deep-seated upwelling that has its highest radial velocity under the EPR and is inferred to control its observed kinematics. The mantle-wide upwelling beneath the EPR drives horizontal components of asthenospheric flows beneath the plates that are similarly asymmetric but faster than the overlying surface plates, thereby contributing to plate motions through viscous tractions in the Pacific region.
INTRODUCTION
Slab pull and ridge push (1) are almost universally regarded as the principal driving forces of plate tectonics. Secondary force contributions include various resistive forces, such as deviatoric stresses associated with slabs sinking through the viscous mantle (1) (2) (3) (4) , drag at the bottom of the plates, friction along plate-bounding faults, and bending of plates at subduction zones (5, 6) . In this parameterized representation of plate driving forces, the force due to descending lithospheric slabs (slab pull) is found to be about an order of magnitude stronger than other forces (1, 3, 7) , a view that has predominated over the past four decades (8) .
Plate tectonics is thus conceived as a top-down, plate-driven convective system (9) (10) (11) , where the plates themselves provide the buoyancy forces that drive their surface motion and deeper convective flow in the mantle. Top-down convection is justified when the dominant buoyancy sources are controlled by mantle cooling from above and internal heating of the mantle due to secular cooling and radioactive decay (12) . Previous estimates of the core-mantle boundary (CMB) heat flux of ≤4 TW (13) (14) (15) are less than 10% of the total top of mantle heat flux of 39 ± 3 TW (12) . This low heat flux across the CMB precludes the development of a strong lower thermal boundary layer necessary to generate significant deep buoyancy forces associated with active hot upwelling (15) . Therefore, active mantle flow driven by heating at the base of the mantle has been largely dismissed as a driver of surface tectonic processes (8) .
However, more recent estimates of the CMB heat flux range from 14 to 20 TW (16, 17) , as much as 50% of the total heat flux at the top of the mantle. These more recent estimates are in line with mantle dynamic estimates of the global buoyancy fluxes (8) , which imply that up to a half of the buoyancy flux driving plate motions may derive from the deep mantle and the other half from slab buoyancy, with lesser contributions from ridge push and other traditionally identified plate drivers.
Here, we focus on the behavior of mid-ocean ridges relative to the deep mantle, and specifically the anomalous kinematic behavior of the East Pacific Rise (EPR). We further highlight the absence of correlated subduction-related buoyancy fluxes of the Pacific and Farallon plates on either side of the EPR that might otherwise account for the observed anomalous behavior of the EPR. When combined with insights from joint seismic-geodynamic tomography-based modeling of mantle flow, these observations provide strong support for significant deep-mantle contributions to plate dynamics in the Pacific hemisphere.
RESULTS
Mid-ocean ridges, ridge residence times, and the EPR In the top-down, plate-driven mantle flow regime (9) , the dominance of slab pull implies that mid-ocean ridges, the sites of plate divergence, are passive features, with ridge axes free to migrate over the mantle as dictated by the vagaries of changes in the balance of slab-pull and ridge-push forces resolved along each ridge segment. Mantle upwelling and decompression melting at ridges are similarly viewed as passive, localized responses to plate divergence driven by far-field, subduction-driven flow.
If spreading ridges are truly passive, then mid-ocean ridge axes would be expected to migrate relative to the deep mantle. In the following discussion, we distinguish between ridge-parallel and ridgeperpendicular directions of ridge migration. Ridge-parallel migration is controlled solely by plate motions in the deep-mantle frame of reference (defined below), and we will return to this component later in the discussion. In contrast to this, and the main focus of discussion here, is ridge-perpendicular migration. The rate of ridge-perpendicular motion as a function of time reflects a combination of half-spreading rate, asymmetry in accretion, and absolute plate motions in a deep-mantle frame of reference (18) . In turn, the spreading rate and absolute plate motion should be controlled by the subduction-related buoyancy fluxes of the diverging plates. Any asymmetry in subduction-related buoyancy fluxes should result in ridge-perpendicular migration in the direction of the more negatively buoyant plate, with the rate of ridge migration increasing with increasing subduction-related negative buoyancy. We explore ridge migration behavior by computing the ridge residence time (RRT) for all main ocean basin spreading systems over the past 83 My (Fig. 1) . We define RRT as the amount of time a spreading axis has occupied any given 0.5°by 0.5°grid cell, as determined by rotating the present-day oceanic age grid (19) at 1-My time steps from 0 to 83 million years ago (Ma) [C34ny (20) ]. The location of ridges at each time step is demarcated by grid cells, where the age of the oceanic lithosphere equals the reconstruction age to within 1 My. For much of this analysis, we define the deep-mantle frame of reference as the "fixed" Indo-Atlantic hot spot frame, based on the rotation parameters of Nubia relative to the Indo-Atlantic hot spots (see table S1) (21) . Figure 2 demonstrates that the RRT pattern is effectively the same, although slightly shifted spatially, when computed in the fixed Pacific hot spot frame of reference (22) . Figure S1 reconstructs the RRTs in the no-net-rotation (NNR) frame of reference back to 50 Ma and again shows long EPR residence times (see the Supplementary Materials). These comparisons indicate that our conclusions are not dependent on the particular choice of reference frame.
Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic finite plate rotations were compiled for each plate pair in the global ridge system from the data sources summarized in fig. S2 and listed in full in table S1 (see the Supplementary Materials). Where possible, finite rotation parameters with estimated uncertainties in the form of covariance matrices (23) are used, and the fit of synthetic flow lines to the trend of fracture zones in gravity data was assessed as a first-order check on reconstruction quality. Absolute ages for all rotations were assigned according to the CK95 time scale (20) .
On symmetrically spreading ridges, the motion of the ridge axis relative to the separating plates is given by the half-spreading rotation. Motion of the asymmetrically spreading EPR axis is given a spreading rotation scaled to the estimated Pacific spreading fraction during each interval (24) . Figure 3 shows reconstructed EPR positions in the Indo-Atlantic hot spot frame of reference at 5-My time steps, with their associated uncertainties (table S2), based on different plate circuits.
The plate circuit most commonly used to link the Pacific to the rest of the global plate system, and the Indo-Atlantic hot spot frame, goes through Antarctica via the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge (Fig. 3A) . Reconstructions without any motion between West and East Antarctica produce a significant misfit of the geology of New Zealand across the Fig. 1 . RRTs and ridge axis migration relative to the fixed Indo-Atlantic reference frame with detailed inset (A) of the EPR. RRTs and ridge axis migration relative to the Indo-Atlantic hot spot frame of O'Neill et al. (21) . Unshaded regions are for RRTs <1 My. Gray dotted lines are 33.5 Ma (C13no), and solid gray lines are 83 Ma (C34ny) isochrons from the age grid (19) . The asymmetric distribution of the 33.5-Ma isochrons relative to the EPR on the Nazca and Pacific plates is illustrated. Red lines are the modern-day plate boundaries (75) . Contour encloses regions with upwelling velocities of >2 cm/year at 650 km. (A) Top left inset map shows details of the RRTs along the EPR, with modeled radial flow velocity contour of 2 cm/year at 650-km depth. The predicted positions of the EPR were spreading to have been persistently symmetric over 50 Ma and 80 Ma, and are shown by the two isochrons. (B) South polar view of the same data. Red dots show the reconstructed positions of the present-day south pole (−90°) in the Indo-Atlantic frame of reference in 10-My intervals back to 80 Ma, demonstrating that it has drifted less than 5°latitudinally and hence has been essentially fixed in this frame of reference for the past 80 My.
Alpine Fault. This misfit arises because the Campbell Plateau and most of South Island New Zealand are kinematically linked to West Antarctica through the Southwest Pacific Ridge, whereas regions west of the Alpine Fault are linked to East Antarctica through the Southeast Indian Rise. We use published rotations between East and West Antarctica from C18no and C8no (25) . Earlier deformation, possibly starting as early as the Late Cretaceous, has been proposed (26) , but direct geological evidence from within Antarctica remains elusive; this highlights the fact that it is more difficult to quantify errors for rotations across plate boundaries lacking discrete identifiable conjugate points, most often magnetic reversal picks and ridge-transform intersections. This is also the case for the East African Rift, but in this case, the total estimated finite rotation between Somalia and Nubia since 25 Ma is small (≤1°) and thus should not contribute significant additional uncertainty.
An alternative plate circuit that circumvents West Antarctica by rotating through East Antarctica from the Pacific via the Australian plate has been suggested ( Fig. 2B) (27) . The Pacific-Australian plate boundary has been transpressional since C11.2no (30.1 Ma), but finite rotations in this period can be calculated by closing the Macquarie triple junction using rotations from the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge (28) and the Southeast Indian Rise (29) . Before C11.2no, Eocene-Oligocene oceanic spreading in the Emerald Basin (30) back to initial opening at approximately 52 Ma and Cretaceous-Eocene oceanic spreading in the Tasman Basin (31) allow finite rotations for this boundary to be directly determined, assuming that there was no significant deformation between the Lord Howe Rise and the Campbell Plateau/Pacific plate between the cessation of Tasman Basin spreading and the initiation of Emerald Basin spreading. The Campbell Plateau has been attached to the Pacific plate for at least the past 83 My (32). The advantage of using the circuit through Lord Howe Rise is that motion between the Pacific and Australian plates is directly constrained by magnetic anomaly and fracture zone data, with explicit rotation uncertainties, for the entire period covered by our reconstructions. For this reason, our preferred reconstruction of EPR motion uses this circuit to tie the Pacific plate to the global plate system. However, as Fig. 3 demonstrates, the reconstructed position of the EPR in the Indo-Atlantic hot spot frame over the past 83 My shows similar longitudinal stability using both the traditional Pacific-West Antarctica-East Antarctica-Africa circuit ( Fig. 3A) and our preferred Pacific-Australia-East AntarcticaAfrica circuit (Fig. 3B) . Antarctica has been effectively stationary with respect to latitude over the past 83 My on the basis of the fixed Indo-Atlantic hot spot frame of reference (Fig. 1B) (21) , requiring circum-Antarctic ridges to migrate away from Antarctica at approximately their respective half-spreading rates. The faster-spreading Australian-Antarctic and Southwest Pacific ridges have moved more rapidly over the mantle, resulting in shorter RRTs (usually <20 My), whereas the slowspreading Southwest Indian Ridge has migrated slowly, leading to RRTs in excess of 30 My. Africa is also moving slowly in this frame of reference; the fast-spreading Carlsberg and Central Indian ridges have thus rapidly migrated northeast since 83 Ma, resulting in shorter RRTs (Fig. 1A) . Overall, this pattern of ridge migration conforms to the expected passive behavior in a largely plate-driven convective system and has often been used to justify this view.
The longest RRTs are associated with two ridge systems: the MidAtlantic Ridge (MAR) in the South and (to a lesser degree) the Central Atlantic and the EPR. The southern MAR has subsegments with the longest RRTs (up to 69 My) of all the ridges analyzed. Tristan da Cunha (33) is perhaps the most important member of the Indo-Atlantic constellation of hot spots used to determine motions in this frame of reference and is thus fixed by definition in these reconstructions. Before~20 Ma, Tristan da Cunha was coincident with the MAR, requiring the southern MAR to remain essentially fixed. Subsequent tõ 20 Ma, the MAR has slowly migrated westward relative to Tristan da Cunha. Together, these result in the long RRTs. Farther north, in the equatorial and central Atlantic, Fig. 1A shows two phases where the MAR remained relatively fixed at least longitudinally, first from about 80 Ma to 50 Ma and then from about 40 Ma to present. Once again, these long RRTs can be attributed to relatively slow spreading in the central Atlantic, with the length weighted mean half-spreading rate of about 15 km/My, which is close to the rate of migration of Africa relative to the Indo-Atlantic hot spot frame of reference during these two intervals (21) .
The EPR is also characterized by long residence times (up to 45 My) but, in contrast to the MAR, is not similarly constrained to move slowly in the Indo-Atlantic, Pacific, or NNR frames of reference. The EPR has been characterized by consistently fast half-spreading rates that, to date, locally exceed 72.5 km/My (34) . Over the past~50 My, the length weighted mean EPR half-spreading rate has exceeded 60 km/My (24) . These high divergence rates imply that, for most possible motions of the Pacific and Farallon/Vancouver/Nazca/Cocos plates, the EPR would be expected to migrate rapidly in a ridge-perpendicular direction across the mantle. Figure 4 compares the integrated ridge-perpendicular component of ridge migration over the past 80 My to the cumulative amount of oceanic spreading for each of the major mid-ocean ridge segments in the current plate system. This figure illustrates that the extremely low ratio of lateral ridge migration to total spreading is a unique feature of the EPR. In other ridge systems, higher spreading rates correlate with more rapid lateral migration (for example, Central Indian and Carlsberg Ridges). Note that since 40 Ma (large blue squares in Fig. 4) , the cumulative ridge-perpendicular motion of the EPR was~0 km, for an associated~6600 km of spreading. For times earlier than this, the remaining uncertainties in the correct rotations connecting through New Zealand and/or between East and West Antarctica may account for the larger estimates of ridge-perpendicular motions of the EPR in the Indo-Atlantic reference frame. In addition, the clockwise reconfiguration of EPR geometry following C7ny (~24.7 Ma) [see Fig. 1 of Rowan and Rowley (24) ] results in a present-day great-circle geometry (Fig. 3 ) that increases estimated ridge-perpendicular migration of older ages.
Reconstruction of the position of each plate relative to any other plate or the Indo-Atlantic reference frame involves uncertainties in the rotation parameters used to determine their reconstructed positions (35) . Figure 1 shows the reconstructed positions back to 83 Ma of specific points corresponding to each major ridge axis as a function of time with associated uncertainty ellipses plotted every 5 My. The ellipses represent the combined 95% confidences from summing all the rotations in the plate circuit linking the Pacific plate to the IndoAtlantic hot spot reference frame, with the largest contribution to these uncertainties coming from the rotation of Nubia relative to the fixed Indo-Atlantic hot spots (21) . The RRTs in Figs. 1 and 2 do not incorporate these uncertainties, allowing for the possibility that the EPR axis may have resided above the same regions of the deep mantle for most of the 83 My covered by our reconstructions.
The EPR is also characterized by highly asymmetric spreading over at least the last 51 My (to chron C23ny), where magnetic reversal data on both the Nazca and Pacific plates explicitly constrain this quantity (24) . On average, between 55 and 60% of oceanic lithosphere has been added to the Nazca plate and only 40 to 45% to the Pacific plate (24) . These estimates incorporate the combined effects of asymmetric spreading and asymmetric ridge jumping (see asymmetry in the 33.5-Ma isochrons in Fig. 1 ), where ridges preferentially jump westward on the Pacific plate, or ridge propagators on the western sides of overlapping ridge segments preferentially persist relative to those along the eastern sides. This results in considerable variability of asymmetric accretion among different segments of the EPR, both in amount and as a function of time (19, 24, 36) . Before~51 Ma, asymmetric spreading is not directly observable because of subduction of older Nazca plate beneath South America.
Persistent asymmetric spreading and ridge jumping have had direct impacts on ridge-perpendicular migration of the EPR. If spreading had been symmetric in the past 50 My, then the EPR would presently be more than 500 km east of its current position (Fig. 1A) . The lateral migration of the EPR would have increased to greater than 650 km if asymmetric accretion has persisted over the past 80 My (Fig.  1A) . This suggests that asymmetric spreading and asymmetric ridge jumping have not been random but have served to systematically maintain the EPR over the same region of the mantle.
The previous analysis emphasizes the ridge-perpendicular component of motion of the EPR. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , there is a significant component of ridge-parallel motion. This aspect of the motion is readily understood as a direct kinematic consequence of the essentially fixed latitude Antarctic plate (Fig. 1B) and a direct connection of the Pacific Plate and Campbell Plateau. The northward component of motion of the Campbell Plateau/Pacific Plate relative to Antarctica requires that the EPR move northward at the rate dictated by the spreading history of the Southwest Pacific Ridge, but does not account for either the longitudinal stability of the EPR or its history of asymmetric accretion.
Pacific Basin subduction buoyancy fluxes over the past 78 My
In a slab pull-dominated plate system, it is possible that the longitudinal stability of the EPR results from well-correlated (that is, effectively balanced or equal) subduction zone buoyancy fluxes of the plates on either side of the EPR as a function of time. The negative buoyancy of a subducting slab results from gravity operating on the density difference between the slab and adjacent mantle integrated over the volume of the slab (1). Assuming a simple tabular structure, the slab volume is the product of subduction zone length, down-dip length, and slab thickness. Slab thickness is small compared with subduction zone length. We assume that slab thickness is effectively constant and that small variations are unimportant. Forsyth and Uyeda argued that the "center of gravity" of the negative buoyancy force responsible for slab pull is at a depth of 200 to 300 km [(1), p. 169]. On the basis of their argument, the effective down-dip length is also small compared with subduction zone length. This leaves subduction zone length as the primary determinant of the slab volume. The proxy that we use also depends on the change in mean lithospheric density with square root of age (37) . We have thus computed the mean of the square root of age of each subducting oceanic plate at the trenchward edge of each plate as a function of age of reconstruction. The buoyancy flux proxy thus depends on the effective length of the subduction zone times mean square root of age as a function of time. Effective length is the projected boundary length perpendicular to the relative velocity and is computed as the difference in great circle lengths projected from the instantaneous rotation axis to bounding triple junctions of each plate pair along each subduction zone segment as a function of age. As described by Turcotte and Schubert [(37); see section 6.22], this proxy is directly proportional to the slab pull force exerted on the descending lithosphere at ocean trenches.
In assessing the importance of slab buoyancy flux, we recognize that a number of resistive forces (for example, basal shear, collision resistance, and slab resistance) will operate to oppose the slab driving forces. The resistance forces must exactly balance the driving forces, and this balance determines the amplitude of the plate velocities generated by the driving forces. The plate velocities will thus be a linear function of the integrated driving forces acting on the plates. In the following, we parameterize the driving forces in terms of several proxies that represent the integrated slab pull acting on the Pacific and Farallon/Nazca plates, normalized by different measures of the resistance forces (see Materials and Methods for analytical details). Here, we simply summarize the results.
Comparing the proxies for subduction-related buoyancy flux of the Pacific and Farallon plates ( of these proxies when normalized by the respective areas of the plates as a function of age (see the Supplementary Materials). This normalization [previously adopted by Solomon et al. (38) in defining kinematic torques] is anticipated if the asthenosphere exerts a resistive drag force (basal shear) on the overlying plate and the amplitude of this drag force is proportional to the area of the plate. As shown in Fig.  5 , independent of whether the subduction-related buoyancy is normalized by plate area, the Pacific and Farallon buoyancy fluxes are not balanced as shown by their departure from the 1:1 line. Both proxies in Fig. 5 show an overall trend with age that is from higher to lower values on the Pacific (y) axis in going from present to 78 Ma.
If, as typically assumed, the subduction rate of each plate correlates with the slab buoyancy flux of each plate, then (i) the spreading rate of the plates at the intervening ridge should correlate with the sum of the oppositely directed buoyancy fluxes (Fig. 5B) . Furthermore, (ii) for a symmetrically spreading ridge, the ridge axes would be expected to move in the direction of the more negatively buoyant (hence, fastermoving) plate. Alternatively, (iii) asymmetric spreading could result in the ridge axis being fixed by accreting proportionately more to the faster-moving plate. Figure 5B shows that there is no relationship between the total buoyancy flux and spreading rate, and thus, expectation (i) is not satisfied. On the basis of this analysis, the fastestspreading interval correlates with the lowest total buoyancy flux, opposite to expectation (i). The subduction-related buoyancy flux unscaled by plate area of the Pacific plate today is about five times greater than the Nazca, leading to the expectation that the EPR should be migrating rapidly westward [expectation (ii)] or should be characterized by large asymmetric spreading with faster accretion on the Pacific side [expectation (iii)]. Figure 5C shows the relationship between the Pacific slab buoyancy relative to Nazca (from 3 Ma to 20 Ma) and Farallon (from 21 Ma to 49 Ma) versus Pacific plate spreading fraction along the EPR. The ratio is always >1 in this interval, implying that the Pacific plate should be moving faster with faster spreading on the Pacific plate over this interval. However, the EPR is not migrating laterally over the past 40 Ma (Fig. 4) , and the sense of asymmetry is opposite with Nazca/Farallon spreading exceeding Pacific by about 60 to 40% at least over the past~50 My (Fig. 5C) (24) . Normalizing the buoyancy flux ratio by plate area (Fig. 5C ) is compatible with asymmetric spreading that favors the Nazca/Farallon plate, but the absence of correlation between the magnitude of spreading asymmetry and this ratio implies that this is not the primary controller. Figure 5C also shows that when this area-normalized buoyancy flux ratio is smallest, meaning Farallon slab pull should be greatest, then spreading is most symmetric. This is in contrast to expectation (iii). Thus, none of the expected correlations between subduction-related buoyancy fluxes and behavior of the EPR are supported by this analysis. This suggests that other mechanisms are controlling Pacific and Farallon plate motions, as well as the relative longitudinal fixity and dynamics of the EPR. We explore this using mantle flow calculations presented below.
Mantle flow calculations
The global mantle flow field presented below is calculated on the basis of joint seismic and geodynamic tomography inversions (39, 40) that map the spatial distribution of density in the mantle through a simultaneous inversion of seismic travel-time and global geodynamic data (40) . These flow calculations incorporate combined convection-related and glacial isostatic constraints of the depth variation of mantle viscosity (41) . An important aspect of these models is that plate motions are not prescribed (that is, surface velocities are not imposed) but are predicted by integrating all the forces acting to drive the plates through their viscous coupling to the mantle-wide circulation (42) . The fact that the modeled mantle flow is not forced by imposing the observed surface kinematics of the plates allows a direct test of the link between EPR behavior and mantle dynamics, which is the focus of the remainder of this section.
Inputs to global convective flow calculations: Mantle viscosity
The basic procedure for predicting instantaneous (present-day) convective flow based on lateral heterogeneity provided by seismic tomography has been documented in numerous papers over the past three decades (43) . The interested reader will find a detailed account of the fluid mechanical theory of tomography-based modeling of mantle dynamics that is used here to carry out the flow calculations presented by Forte (42) . A comprehensive account of the theory used to carry out time-dependent simulations of mantle convection, using seismic tomography as a starting state, can be found in the study by Glišović et al. (44) .
Tomography-based mantle convection modeling requires two fundamental inputs: (i) mantle viscosity and (ii) mantle density anomalies. In the following, we demonstrate the crucial importance of using input viscosity and buoyancy fields that are properly constrained to fit a wide suite of global geodynamic and seismic constraints. For this purpose, we explore the geodynamic consequences of using different inferences of mantle viscosity and mantle density anomalies used in recent studies of mantle dynamics.
We consider three mantle viscosity profiles that are shown in Fig. 6 . Models V1 and V2 have both been determined by iterative, nonlinear inversions of global convection-related and glacial isostatic adjustment data (41) . Model L4 is a four-layer parameterization of mantle viscosity originally derived by Behn et al. (45) in tomography-based mantle flow modeling of seismic anisotropy in oceanic regions. The L4 model, subsequently used by Conrad and Behn (46) and Conrad et al. (47) , is characterized by a constantviscosity lower mantle and a thick (200 km) asthenospheric viscosity channel with a viscosity that is 10 times lower than the upper mantle (300-to 670-km depth). A layer of strongly reduced viscosity in the asthenosphere also characterizes viscosity models V1 and L4. Model V1 is the only one that also has a low-viscosity layer at the bottom of the upper mantle. The asthenospheric viscosity reduction, expressed as a ratio of lithospheric to asthenospheric viscosity, is 300 for model L4, 80 for model V1, and 50 for model V2. Also, note that the lowest asthenospheric viscosity in model V2 is displaced to greater depth (300 km) relative to that in model V1 (at 150 km).
To illustrate the impact of these differing inferences of mantle viscosity, we calculate the mantle flow with a single model of threedimensional (3D) density anomalies in the mantle, namely, model TX2008 derived by Simmons et al. (40) , in a simultaneous inversion of global seismic and geodynamic data. This tomography model also includes constraints on thermal and compositional heterogeneity in the mantle provided by mineral physical data (see discussion below). In all cases, the surface plates are viscously coupled to the underlying mantle flow; therefore, their motions are not imposed but rather are predicted on the basis of the buoyancy-induced flow in the mantle. The geodynamic consistency of the predicted mantle flow may be quantified by determining the global variance reduction to the vector field of present-day plate velocities, described by NUVEL-1A in the NNR frame (48) : 55% for viscosity model L4, 82% for model V2, and 90% for model V1. These variable matches between the predicted, mantle flow-driven plate motions and the observed plate motions suggest that there is an optimal range of viscosity reduction in the asthenosphere that yields a best fit. If this viscosity reduction is either too great or too low, then the fit to the plate motions will be degraded. The importance of a properly defined low-viscosity asthenosphere for generating and maintaining realistic, plate-like lithospheric motions has been recognized previously (49) .
Although the predicted plate motions are an important convectionrelated observable that may be used to evaluate the geodynamic consistency or "realism" of the mantle flow models, there are other equally important observables, such as the dynamic surface topography, the free-air gravity anomalies, and the excess flattening or ellipticity of the CMB. We refer the interested reader to Forte (42) for a detailed discussion of these geodynamic observables and their use as constraints in convection modeling. In Table 1 , we summarize the fits to this suite of geodynamic constraints for all three viscosity profiles, where, in each case, we use the same mantle density model TX2008 (40) . Here, we note that the V1 profile results in an excellent and best overall fit to the combined set of geodynamic constraints, whereas the V2 profile provides a similar, though reduced, level of fit. Viscosity model L4 yields the least optimal fit.
The V2 profile, unlike V1, is characterized by a continuous variation of viscosity from the upper to the lower mantle. From the perspective of the predicted plate motions, the main difference between the V1 and V2 viscosities is that the latter has a thicker, higher viscosity lithosphere, which reduces the plate velocities (reflected in a reduced fit; see Table 1 ). From the perspective of deeper flow dynamics, the V2 profile has a higher viscosity in the bottom half of the lower mantle, yielding a more stable deep-mantle flow that has been extensively explored in the past numerical simulations of very long-term mantle convection (44, 50, 51) . Unless otherwise specified, all mantle flow predictions discussed below use the V2 profile.
Inputs to global convective flow calculations: Mantle density anomalies Although the previous discussion explored the effect of using different viscosity inferences, here we focus on the critically important issue of using a geodynamically consistent model of the 3D distribution of mantle density anomalies. To this end, we consider an independent model of long-wavelength mantle heterogeneity derived exclusively from the inversion of global seismic data, namely, model S20RTS (52), subsequently updated (53) . This model has been extensively used in previous studies of tomography-based mantle flow, in particular the study of global mantle flow by Conrad et al. (47) . In the following, we compare the S20RTS-based predictions of mantle flow with those based on the joint seismic-geodynamic tomography model TX2008 (40) discussed above.
The classical procedure for deriving 3D density anomalies from seismic tomography models is to rescale seismic velocity anomalies into equivalent density anomalies by using a simple multiplicative scaling factor that is typically assumed to be constant or depthdependent in the mantle. A detailed discussion of this a posteriori density scaling of tomography models derived from seismic data alone is presented by Forte (42) . For example, in the tomography-based flow models developed by Behn et al. (45) , the seismic shear velocity anomalies in tomography model S20RTS are scaled to density using a constant (depth-independent) conversion coefficient of 0.15 (g/cm 3 )/ (km/s). These authors also assumed that density anomalies in the top 325 km of the mantle are zero. We have accordingly carried out a flow calculation using the same inputs for mantle density and the same parameterization of mantle viscosity, namely, model L4 (Fig. 6) . The predicted flow reproduces essentially the same flow pattern as does that of Conrad et al. (47) . We compare the convection-related observables discussed above, with predictions from these two models of the distribution of mantle density anomalies in Table 2 .
These geodynamic observables place robust constraints on the integrated mantle buoyancy and viscosity structure. As shown by Forte et al. (54) , the theoretical dependence of large-scale mantle flow on the integrated buoyancy distribution is similar to the dependence of the long-wavelength surface observables on the same buoyancy. In Table 2 (first and fourth rows), we thus quantify the fits to longwavelength geodynamic data provided by the two mantle flow models. (48) , in the NNR frame, are calculated on a global 5°× 5°grid. †Fits are relative to the global free-air gravity and nonhydrostatic geoid anomalies derived from the GRACE geopotential solution (65) , truncated at spherical harmonic degree 32.
‡Fits to the CRUST2.0-corrected dynamic topography (42) are for predicted and observed fields truncated at spherical harmonic degree 32.
§The space-geodetic inference of excess CMB ellipticity is 400 m (76) .
Although the flow model based on the constant density-velocity scaling of S20RTS provides a fair fit to the plate motions [equivalent to that obtained by a posteriori density scaling of other purely seismic tomography models (42) ], it does not fit the other geodynamic constraints on mantle density structure. The fit to the long-wavelength geoid improves (see second row in Table 2 ) when the flow produced by S20RTS is modeled with a global free-slip surface boundary that is theoretically applicable only when tectonic plates are assumed to be absent [see detailed discussion by Forte (42) ]. We note that Behn et al. (45) quote a global geoid variance reduction of 57% for the theoretical free-slip surface condition using an incompressible flow model. Our result in Table  2 , for a compressible flow model, is slightly improved but comparable.
We can explicitly demonstrate that the misfit to the gravity data is mainly due to mantle density structure, and not the assumed viscosity, by calculating the geodynamic fits (see final row in Table 2 ) with the TX2008 joint tomography model and the L4 viscosity profile. The greatly improved fits to the geodynamic observables provided by TX2008 confirm the fundamental importance of the mantle density heterogeneity, particularly from the perspective of the gravity and equivalent geoid anomalies that provide crucial constraints on mid-and lowermantle heterogeneity. It is the heterogeneity in this depth interval that provides the dominant contribution to the long-wavelength flow patterns. This exercise emphasizes the critical importance played by convection-related data in objectively establishing the reliability of a mantle flow model, in particular its relevance to the actual flow patterns in the mantle.
Deep-mantle buoyancy fluxes in relation to the EPR
On the basis of the above comparisons, mantle flow modeled with the TX2008 joint tomography model and the V1 and V2 viscosity profiles yield a good fit to the suite of geophysical observables discussed above. The relevance and utility of this tomography-based model of global mantle convective flow have been previously tested in regional studies that explored the links between the present-day and time-dependent flow (39, 55, 56) over the past 30 My. This global flow model has also been tested in direct comparisons of time-dependent topography predictions with detailed geological constraints on the variable uplift of the U.S. Atlantic Coastal Plain since the mid-Pliocene (57). Finally, this flow model has also served as a starting point for very long time simulations of thermal convection, which reveal the longevity and geographic fixity of a number of mantle-wide thermal upwellings that correlate with surface hot spot locations and are maintained over hundreds of millions of years by high CMB heat flux (44, 50) . On the basis of these multiple comparisons of model predictions and observation of the global mantle flow, we now return our focus to the specific predictions related to the EPR.
Much emphasis has been placed on the large regions with seismically slow velocities in the deep mantle beneath the central Pacific and Africa [sometimes referred to as large low-shear velocity provinces (LLSVPs)] (Fig. 7) ; however, the region of slow velocities beneath the eastern Pacific has gained substantially less attention. Figure 7 shows that the estimated radial flow velocity at 2685-km depth in the mantle, at the top of the seismic D″ layer, is higher beneath the EPR than beneath South Africa, West Africa (39) , and the central Pacific, despite the fact that the amplitude of the V s anomaly in this region is not larger than the amplitudes associated with the Pacific and Africa LLSVPs. This reflects the much smaller compositional (intrinsically dense) contribution to the mantle heterogeneity below the EPR relative to the other low-shear velocity zones (58).
Maps of upper-mantle (Fig. 7, A and B) and lower-mantle flow (Fig. 7C) show that the EPR is the only mid-ocean ridge boundary that is spatially correlated with strong upwelling at all depths. For example, at 650-km depth (Figs. 1 and 7B) , the EPR is underlain by the strongest region of upwelling at this depth in the mantle, with secondary foci near the Nazca-Cocos-Pacific triple junction and the Chile Rise. We note that the other ridge with the long RRTs, the southern MAR, is also correlated with relatively strong radial flow at depth. We thus find that the EPR and MAR, which overlie active upwellings, contrast with other ridges that are responding passively to plate divergence and are instead controlled by a combination of mantle drag and slab pull.
A cross section through the predicted present-day mantle flow field ( Fig. 8B) shows that the upper-and lower-mantle flow in Fig. 7 are connected beneath the EPR by continuous radial flow with velocities in excess of 50 km/My from the CMB to the surface. These flow calculations thus suggest very strong upwelling beneath the EPR that is compatible with seismically inferred V s anisotropy beneath the EPR at depths of 200 to 300 km (59, 60) . The dominant control of the internal buoyancy distribution in driving this mantle-wide upwelling under the EPR can be demonstrated by calculating the mantle flow in the presence of a global rigid-surface boundary condition, as shown in Fig. 8C . The peak amplitude of the upwelling remains directly under the surface location of the EPR, although the latter is no longer modeled as a plate boundary (that is, weak zone) in this test simulation. The plate-coupled and rigid-surface calculations (Fig. 8 , B and C) show very similar patterns and amplitudes of flow in the deep Table 2 . Global fits to long-wavelength (ℓ = 20) convection-related observables. All fits, with the exception of the CMB ellipticity, are expressed as percent variance reduction, where the predicted and observed fields are truncated at spherical harmonic degree ℓ = 20. N/A, not applicable. (48) in the NNR frame are calculated on a global 5°× 5°grid. †Fits are calculated for the flow model using a posteriori density conversion of tomography model S20RTS used by Behn et al. (45) and L4 viscosity model (Fig. 6) . Plate motions are viscously coupled to underlying mantle flow.
‡Fits are calculated for a theoretical free-slip surface boundary condition (no surface plates) using identical density and viscosity inputs as in the previous footnote (see previous model above).
§Fits are calculated for the flow model using optimized density-velocity scaling of model S20RTS from Occam inversion of surface geodynamic data (42) and using V2 viscosity model (Fig. 5) . Plate motions are viscously coupled to underlying mantle flow.
¶Fits are calculated for the flow model using the TX2008 density heterogeneity model and the V2 viscosity model. Plate motions are viscously coupled to underlying mantle flow.
||Fits are calculated for the flow model using the TX2008 density heterogeneity model and the L4 viscosity model. Plate motions are viscously coupled to underlying mantle flow. **The space-geodetic inference of excess CMB ellipticity is 400 m (76) . mantle, thereby ruling out the control of the surface plates on the deep EPR upwelling shown in Fig. 8B .
The outstanding question is whether the strong upwelling under the present-day EPR revealed by the instantaneous flow calculations (Figs. 7 and 8B ) is sufficiently long-lived and stable to account for the lateral fixity of the EPR on the same time scale (~80 My) revealed by the plate kinematic analysis in Figs. 1, 3, and 4 . Time-reversed convection simulations initiated with the same model of present-day flow used here (55, 57, 61) show that the location of the peak amplitude mantle upwelling under the EPR has been stable for at least the past 30 My. The recent time-reversed convection models by Glisovic and Forte (51) show that mantle-wide flow centered directly below the EPR axis has been active for at least the past 65 My. In Fig. 8A , the radial flow below the EPR at −55 Ma extends from the CMB directly to the surface with no lateral displacement relative to the axis of present-day upwelling.
The behavior of the mantle below the EPR over longer time spans can be explored by forward integrating the present-day mantle density distribution and associated flow, as in recent, very long-time thermal convection simulations (44) . Figure 8D shows the evolution of the EPR upwelling after a 100-My integration, in which a simple rigidsurface boundary is again used to rule out any potential bias from assumed plate-boundary locations. To simulate the broader, smoother structure derived from seismic tomography (Fig. 8 , B and C) due to the smoothing and damping inherent in the global tomography inversions (62), we passed the theoretical flow prediction in Fig. 8D through a "tomographic filter" (62) . We again note that the location of the upwelling is closely correlated with the present-day EPR location, thus demonstrating the long-lived internal buoyancy in this region of the mantle. This stability or "anchoring" of the EPR upwelling is a fundamental consequence of the high-viscosity lower mantle that characterizes the geodynamically inferred viscosity profile used in the convection model (see Fig. 6 ).
Asymmetric spreading is another aspect of EPR kinematics that can be understood in terms of the asthenospheric flow patterns predicted by our global mantle convection model. Again, we emphasize that the plate motions are predicted by the model and not prescribed. Figure 9 provides a close-up view of the horizontal and radial flow at 250-km depth, in the same cross section where the asymmetry in flow away from the EPR is strongly pronounced (Fig. 8B ). This figure shows that the horizontal component in sub-Nazca asthenosphere flows more rapidly eastward than sub-Pacific asthenosphere flows westward (at equal distances from the EPR axis). The fundamental contribution to this asymmetry from the integrated buoyancy in the mantle is made evident by the flow calculation in Fig. 9C , where a rigid-surface boundary condition is assumed; hence, there is no feedback from a weak surface plate boundary. Figure 9D shows the persistence in the model of this asymmetric divergence after a 100-Ma forward integration with a rigid boundary layer, as shown in Fig. 8D .
The horizontal flow predicted under the EPR along the same mantle cross section shown in Figs. 8 and 9 is demonstrated in Fig. 10A for the three different mantle viscosity profiles to assess the role of viscosity in these results. The flow is plotted at two depths, 50 and 250 km, corresponding to the mid-lithosphere and asthenosphere, respectively. We note that all three viscosity profiles yield a strong asymmetry in the horizontal component of asthenospheric flow relative to the surface location of the EPR. This asymmetry emerges because the reduction of viscosity in the asthenosphere is sufficiently large to allow the deeper buoyancy-driven flow to strongly influence the flow pattern in the asthenosphere. Hence, the source of the asymmetry is from the mantle buoyancy distribution and not from the plate-boundary condition at the surface (compare Fig. 9 , B and C).
Our model of mantle flow viscously couples the plates to the underlying mantle flow. This allows for the direct comparison of the relative velocities of the asthenosphere and overlying lithosphere. As shown in Fig. 10A , for viscosity profiles with a sufficiently large 
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reduction in sublithospheric viscosity, the computed horizontal flow velocity in the asthenosphere exceeds that of the overlying lithosphere. This is also seen in our models of flow globally [for example, Forte (8) and Forte et al. (39) ]. Thus, rather than the asthenosphere that is entrained passively by the motion of the overlying plates, horizontal tractions due to more rapid asthenospheric motions driven by deep-mantle buoyancy are actually a significant contributor to plate motions (8, 63) . Our flow modeling suggests that the asymmetric lithospheric movement at the EPR is controlled by differential flow velocities within the asthenosphere and not by far-field forces transmitted through the lithosphere. The importance of deep buoyancy in driving the observed plate motions is explored in Fig. 10B , where we find, for the V1 flow calculations, that eliminating positive buoyancy below the EPR in the lower mantle leads to a~40% reduction of horizontal motion for the Nazca plate and a~25% reduction for the Pacific plate. If all positive buoyancy below 250-km depth is eliminated, then Nazca and Pacific motions are reduced by~70 and~40%, respectively. These tests further illustrate the important degree to which deep-mantle buoyancy beneath the EPR is controlling the present and longer-term evolution of the EPR and contributing to plate driving forces, a major conclusion of this paper. (51) that is initiated with the same present-day flow shown in Fig. 7 , based on the joint tomography model TX2008 (40) and geodynamically inferred V2 viscosity profile (Fig. 6). (B) Present-day mantle flow with surface plates whose motions are predicted on the basis of viscous coupling to the underlying buoyancy-driven flow in the mantle. This is the same flow calculation used in Fig. 7 that also serves as the starting point for the time-reversed simulation in (A). (C) Present-day mantle flow calculated with a global, rigid-surface boundary condition. All other inputs (for example, mantle buoyancy and viscosity structure) are identical to those used in (B). (D) Evolution of the flow pattern shown in (C) after 100 My, calculated by forward integration in the tomography-based mantle convection simulations with a rigid-surface boundary condition by Glišović et al. (44) and subsequently filtered to maximum harmonic degree 32 to simulate the effective filtering arising from the tomographic inverse procedure (62) . The amplitude spectrum of this filtered prediction agrees closely with the present-day structure in (B).
DISCUSSION
We synthesize the dynamical arguments by integrating the map and cross-sectional representations of Figs. 7 and 9 into a 3D perspective of the buoyancy distribution and corresponding present-day mantle flow field within the eastern Pacific realm (Fig. 11) . This shows the complex and spatially varying distribution of buoyancy throughout the mantle. Despite this spatial variability, the resulting flow field is relatively simple. The pattern of flow under the Nazca plate is represented by a classical convective roll aligned with the axis of the EPR. The convective structure under the Pacific is more diffuse, reflecting in part the greater lateral distances to the bounding subduction zones to the west (see Fig. 8B ). The strong radial velocities associated with this convective roll asymmetrically diverge in the asthenosphere and viscously couple to the overlying plates to contribute to their relative motions. Figure  11 also emphasizes the strong spatial correlation of the deep-mantle buoyant material with the location of the EPR. The resulting mantle flow field thus provides the dynamical explanation for the kinematic observation of the relative longitudinal fixity and asymmetric spreading of the EPR.
The model of mantle flow in Fig. 11 differs markedly from other analyses of the mantle flow in this part of the eastern Pacific (47). We reproduce in Fig. 12 the results of previous work by Conrad et al. (47) , based on our reproduction of their calculations. In this other analysis of Pacific mantle flow, Conrad et al. (47) argue that the EPR is spatially disconnected by some 30°from the larger-scale mantle upwelling that is centered in their calculations on the Southwest Pacific Superswell (Fig. 12A ) and therefore that EPR spreading is independent of the large-scale mantle flow, contrary to the conclusions presented above. To objectively compare their predictions with ours, we present below a suite of further tests of their predictions relative to ours and, in turn, relative to observations. The origin of the 30°shift is clear when the density anomaly distributions are compared in the cross sections (Fig. 12, A and B) . The a posteriori conversion of tomography model S20RTS into an equivalent density model using a constant value for the density-velocity scaling results in a buoyancy distribution with maximum amplitudes displaced westward of the buoyancy distribution given by model TX2008, 
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obtained from the joint seismic-geodynamic tomography inversions. The crucial role of the mantle density anomalies in determining the basic pattern of mantle flow, independent of the details in the radial viscosity profile, is demonstrated in Fig. 12D , where we show the flow field predicted on the basis of the TX2008 model of mantle density heterogeneity and the L4 viscosity profile. Comparison of Fig. 12 (B and D) reveals a strong similarity in the calculated flows, despite the different viscosity profiles used in each case.
We can attempt to optimize the match to the suite of surface geodynamic data (listed in Table 2 ) provided by purely seismic tomography model S20RTS by inferring the optimal depth-dependent densityvelocity scaling, via an Occam inversion [details of such an inversion are presented by Forte (42) ]. The resulting buoyancy distribution and associated flow field are shown in Fig. 12C , and the geodynamic fits are summarized in Table 2 (third row). We note that the flow field is again characterized by a peak upwelling located westward of that predicted using the TX2008 model (see Fig. 12, B and D) . However, note that much of the buoyancy in the lower mantle has been strongly reduced, because the geodynamic data-especially the long-wavelength gravity anomalies-place strong constraints on the total buoyancy at these depths and hence can resolve the presence of compositional contributions to total density. As is evident in Fig. 12C , the compositional contributions are inferred to reduce total density in the deep mantle under the central Pacific. However, the fundamental problem is that a constant density-velocity scaling, or even one that varies with depth, is simply not sufficient to resolve the laterally variable effect of compositional heterogeneity that lies at the center of the large-scale, lowermantle anomaly under the south central Pacific (40, 58) . The origin of this compositional heterogeneity has been interpreted in terms of an evolving "chemical pile" under the central Pacific [for example, McNamara and Zhong (64)].
The detailed analysis of Simmons et al. (58) demonstrates that a successful reconciliation of the constraints on 3D mantle structure by seismic data with the independent constraints provided by geodynamic data requires the inclusion of significant lateral variations in density-velocity scaling. These lateral variations model the effects of nonthermal or compositional heterogeneity in the lower mantle, in addition to thermally generated density anomalies. This compositional buoyancy is important in opposing or cancelling the excess buoyancy that would otherwise be generated on the assumption of pure thermal buoyancy. The latter assumption is implicit in the use of a constant lower-mantle density-velocity scaling by Conrad et al. (47) . Properly accounting for the geographically localized impact of lower-mantle chemical heterogeneity requires the use of a laterally variable density-velocity scaling, as in model TX2008. The explicit signature of this nonthermal, intrinsically dense, lower-mantle heterogeneity under Fig. 6 . In each case, the mantle density anomalies are from the joint seismic-geodynamic tomography model TX2008 (40) . The flow is represented in the same mantle cross section as in Figs. 8 and 9. Positive and negative values indicate eastward-and westward-directed flow, respectively. (B) Observed and predicted surface lithospheric flow velocity, projected onto the same cross section, as in (A). The blue curve represents the NUVEL-1A plate velocity in the NNR reference frame. The black and red curves show the prediction obtained using the V1 and V2 viscosity profiles, respectively (Fig. 6) . The dashed curves show the predicted lithospheric velocity when we remove the positive buoyancy below the EPR at all depths in the lower mantle (curves labeled dr > 670 km) and at all depths below the asthenosphere (curve labeled dr > 250 km). In these flow tests, we searched and removed all positive buoyancy in a geographic region centered on the EPR axis, extending from 20°N to 50°S and from 90°W to 120°W. In all cases, the lithospheric flow is represented up to spherical harmonic degree 32 (hence, the slight oscillations in the flow profiles). Free-air gravity anomalies provide a robust constraint on internal density anomalies. Here, we illustrate how these gravity anomalies can be used to discriminate between the buoyancy distribution derived from the density-velocity scaling of S20RTS, used by Conrad et al. (47) , and model TX2008 derived via the joint seismic-geodynamic inversion procedure developed by Simmons et al. (58) . This is an important issue because the mantle density anomalies that generate the gravity anomalies are also the very same anomalies that drive the mantle flow and plate motions. To have confidence that the latter is properly modeled, the gravity constraints must be satisfied.
The free-air gravity anomalies predicted on the basis of Conrad et al.'s (47) flow model (Fig. 12A ) and the flow model obtained on the basis of the TX2008 density anomalies (Fig. 12B) are presented in Fig. 13 . Figure 13A shows the observed free-air gravity anomalies in the central and eastern Pacific derived from Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) data (65) . The free-air gravity anomalies predicted with the TX2008-based flow model in Fig. 12B are shown in Fig. 13B ; they provide a 75% variance reduction to the Pacific region GRACE data (better than the global-scale fit summarized in Table 1 ). The gravity anomalies predicted with the S20RTS-based flow model in Fig. 13A are shown in Fig. 13C ; they provide a −80% variance reduction (that is, a variance increase) to the data. In Fig. 13D , we also explore a prediction using a simple free-slip surface boundary-hence, no plate motions can be explained-and we find that the variance reduction is 20% (compared to the global-scale fit of 12% in Table 2 ). This is obviously an improvement relative to the complete misfit provided by the prediction in Fig. 12C but is inferior to the fit obtained with TX2008-based flow model.
On the basis of this analysis of Pacific region GRACE free-air gravity anomalies, the mantle flow predicted with the TX2008 tomography model provides a geodynamically consistent mantle flow prediction in which the main focus of mantle upwelling in the eastern (46) . The L4 viscosity profile (see Fig. 6 ) is used in this calculation. (B) Mantle flow predicted using the density anomalies from the TX2008 tomography model (40) and the V2 viscosity profile (see Fig. 7 ). (C) Mantle flow predicted using an optimized, Occam-inverted, depth-dependent density-velocity scaling [see Forte (42) for details] of the S20RTS tomography model. The V2 viscosity profile is used in this calculation. (D) Mantle flow predicted using the TX2008 density anomalies and the L4 viscosity profile. The mantle cross section used here is identical to that in Fig. 8 .
Pacific is directly under the EPR and not under the south central Pacific. The inference derived by Conrad et al. (47) that the flow under the EPR is subhorizontal from west to east, from above the Pacific Superswell toward, across, and under the EPR, is therefore contradicted by the analysis presented here.
The longevity and stability of this upwelling (Fig. 8) , reflected in the kinematic behavior of the EPR (Fig. 1) , are the most important finding of the work presented in this study. Our flow modeling suggests that a long-lived buoyancy distribution under the EPR is responsible for the lateral stability of the main southern segment of the EPR system and that it generates asymmetric plate separation. The asymmetry in predicted asthenospheric flow under the EPR (Fig. 8) is most strongly expressed when there is a sufficiently large reduction in the viscosity of the asthenosphere relative to the lithosphere (Fig.  10A) . Viscous coupling of the overlying plates to the underlying asthenospheric flow results in a corresponding asymmetry in plate divergence along the EPR (Fig. 10B) . We emphasize that this asymmetry in predicted plate motions is not imposed but simply arises from the integrated positive buoyancy under the EPR that also generates the mantle-wide upwelling.
We regard the phenomenon of plate accretion at the EPR as being physically distinct from the phenomenon of mantle or lithospheric flow. The latter is simply a product of the integrated buoyancy forces in the mantle, whereas the former is a complex thermomechanical process that depends on partial melting and magma transport, as shown in modeling by Mittelstaedt et al. (66) . These authors show how the accretion process may allow a ridge to be "pinned" to a stationary mantle upwelling through asymmetric spreading and plate creation. They find that magmatic heating, plate age, and spreading rate are factors that influence ridge-plume interactions. In particular, they find that the process of ridge jumping is enhanced by increases in the volume flux of the plume, resulting in greater melt flux and greater shear stress on the base of the plate. Our mantle flow modeling does not currently incorporate these additional thermomechanical processes.
If the EPR were spreading symmetrically, then it would have migrated eastward relative to the mantle-wide upwelling. Along the EPR, both asymmetric accretion and discrete ridge jumps are evident, presumably reflecting variability in the melt migration rate and spreading rate (24) , and are particularly evident in the interval from about 33 Ma to 8 Ma. Fast spreading generates young, thin lithosphere above the upwelling and results in generally short interval lengths between ridge jumps, which, in the limit of high melt migration and fast spreading, would result in asymmetric accretion rather than discrete ridge jumps.
If, as our results show (Figs. 10B and 11) , the deeper mantle is contributing significantly to the buoyancy flux in the vicinity of the EPR, correlated geophysical or geochemical signatures should help to further corroborate this. Geophysically, the region of high radial velocities at 650-km depth in the vicinity of Easter Island (Figs. 1 and  7B ) also underlies the eastern extension of the broad South Pacific Superswell, identified as a clustering of young volcanic islands and anomalously shallow depths that are not attributable to perturbations in lithospheric thermal structure (67, 68) . Careful examination of the cross section in Figs. 8B and 11 reveals that the predicted, dominantly westward asthenospheric flows have small upward components of motion, and they overlie a region of positive buoyancy that extends down to the mantle transition zone, thereby giving rise to the dynamic topography associated with the Superswell. Thus, the flow calculations are compatible with the relatively shallow source for the dynamic topography inferred in this region (69, 70) , as opposed to the deep-mantle support predicted by Conrad et al. (47) . We further suggest that anomalous isotopic compositions of the so-called South Pacific isotopic and thermal anomaly (SOPITA) volcanism (69, 70) may be related to the horizontally advected flux of deep mantlederived material into the asthenosphere beneath the South Pacific Superswell (Fig. 8B ). This implies a decoupling of the larger deepmantle plume-like source situated to the east, closer to Easter Island, from the surface manifestations of most of the SOPITA volcanoes. Once again, this is compatible with observations from the age distributions and isotopic geochemistry of the SOPITA volcanoes (69) .
CONCLUSIONS
The most significant conclusion of the present work is that there is a dynamical linkage between the longitudinal stability of the long-term (tens of millions of years) mantle-wide convective flow beneath the EPR and the kinematically reconstructed longitudinal stability in the position of the EPR over the past 50 My to 80 My. This dynamical linkage includes both the longitudinal fixity of the EPR and the marked and persistent asymmetry in the EPR spreading. We further show that, at least given existing paleo-age grid reconstructions and corresponding plate boundary evolution, the subduction-related buoyancy fluxes of the Pacific-and Farallon-related plates are uncorrelated. This lack of correlation suggests that the traditional model of plate motions mainly controlled by slab-pull forces is not a viable explanation for the relative longitudinal fixity of the EPR.
Our mantle-dynamic modeling highlights deep-mantle buoyancy under the EPR as a significant (40 to 70%) contributor to the plate driving forces in the Pacific hemisphere. The dynamical importance of deep-mantle upwellings, extracting up to 20 TW from CMB (44, 50) , is compatible with recent estimates of high CMB heat flux drawn from the core that are derived from mineral physical arguments (16, 17) . High heat transport across the CMB would also account for up to approximately 50% of the heat flux at the top of the mantle (12) . This emphasizes that the top-down driven convective system in which all the buoyancy driving flow that arises at the upper boundary is incompatible with the convective system modeled here, in which both upper and lower thermal boundary layers contribute about equally to the overall buoyancy fluxes. Finally, this work highlights the necessity of joint seismic-geodynamic tomography-based model inversions to derive the volumetric distribution of density anomalies that drive global mantle convective flow. Simple velocity to density scaling of tomography, as commonly carried out in geodynamics, yields significant mismatches to an array of convection-related geophysical observables. These misfits between prediction and observation thus provide a basis for discriminating among mantle flow models.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We computed ridge migration behavior by determining the RRT for all main ocean basin spreading systems over the past 83 My. RRT is defined as the amount of time a spreading axis has occupied any given 0.5°by 0.5°grid cell as determined by rotating the presentday oceanic age grid (19) at 1-My time steps from 0 to 83 Ma (C34ny). The location of ridges at each time step was demarcated by grid cells, where the age of the oceanic lithosphere equaled the reconstruction age to within 1 My.
The subduction-related buoyancy flux analysis took the paleoage grids of Müller et al. (71) as input, the corresponding plate boundaries as a function of age (72) , and rotations (73) slightly edited to conform to the paleo-age grid. Note that the rotations (73) do not have their associated uncertainties, and therefore, it is not possible with these files to determine uncertainties in any of the estimated quantities below. For each age, we (i) computed the area of each plate; (ii) determined the bounding subduction zone triple junctions between the Pacific, Farallon, Nazca, Cocos, and Juan de Fuca + Vancouver plates as delineated by Gurnis et al. (72) ; and (iii) defined all the corresponding pairs of subducting versus overriding plates for each 1-My time interval from the present to 78 Ma during which each plate existed. For each of the plate pairs, the corresponding instantaneous rotation was calculated, and the effective length of each of the subduction zone segments was computed. In addition, for each plate pair, the areaweighted mean of the square root of the age of each grid cell on the subducting plate abutting the subduction boundary was computed. The area weights were based on the area represented by each of the 10th of a degree grid cells in the paleo-age grids along the plate boundary to account for area distortion associated with the rectilinear grid. Finally, the length-weighted mean subduction rate implied by the combination of triple-junction locations and instantaneous rotations (that is, rotations per 1-My interval) was computed. Additional details related to this analysis were included in the Supplementary Materials.
The global mantle flow field calculations were based on joint seismicgeodynamic tomography inversions (39, 40) that mapped the spatial distribution of density in the mantle through a simultaneous inversion of seismic travel-time and global geodynamic data (40) . The analytical framework of these calculations is discussed in detail by Forte (42) , Glišović et al. (44) , Forte et al. (54) , and Simmons et al. (58) . Details related to the importance of establishing the viscosity structure and 3D density distribution are discussed extensively throughout the text and need not be reiterated here.
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